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MAHECAS Youngest Fundraisers
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over the years has been embraced by all age groups.
Dziko and Tumbi Matiti, based in Oman have made it their
lifestyle to raise funds for Mahecas. Before Covid19 broke off,
Dziko and Tumbi spent their Fridays, raising funds for
Mahecas through a number of activities including swimming,
football, sugarcane eating, movies and popcorn etc. At the
end of One Month of activities, they raised a total of £160.
That was not the end, with COVID-19 causing devastation,
together with their cousin Lichenya, they raised just over
£1,000 as they made a virtual climb of the famous Burj
Khalifa tower. Tumbi, Lichenya and Dziko completed a virtual
climb of the world’s tallest building, the Burj Khalifa. They
climbed their home garden steps over 100 times to match
the 3,000 stairs of the Burj Khalifa. The MAHECAS Executive
would like to thank Dziko, Tumbi and Lichenya,
In her own words, Lichenya said "I cannot believe I climbed
the 30 stairs a 100 times, but I feel good because I have
helped people in Malawi"
Let us all be inspired by these young fundraisers. Well done.
We love you.
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MAHECAS young fundraisers at work

Tumbi and Dziko - fun in the sun

Tumbi and Dziko on their bikes

Tumbi and Dziko being
adventurous

Tumbi and Dziko: we can do what mom and dad cannot do, *paddle*

Tumbi and Dziko conquering

Lichenya conquering the steps at speed:

the desrt terrain

'Cannot believe I climbed the 30 stairs 100 times but I feel good because I
helped people in Malawi.' Said Lichenya after completing her climb.
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Chairperson Statement
Prescott C Kaliati

The 2021 Annual General Meeting was virtual and for the first time, we
had an International attendance with participation from the USA, UK
and Malawi. Both the former UK High Commissioner, Mr Kena Mphonda
and his Deputy, Mrs Quent Kalichero were in attendance. The MAHECAS
coordinators in Malawi also attended the AGM. These included the
Principal Secretary of the Ministry of Health, Dr Charles Mwansambo, Dr
Bernard Zingano and Mr Lawrence Gogodus. Professor Mac Mallewa,
then Vice Principal of College of Medicine was also in attendance.
The AGM paid tribute to 4 founding members of MAHECAS who had died during the period. These are Dr.
Austin Gunda, Mr. Patani Mhone, Rev Mark Banda and Ms. Pamela Chikoti. Since then, we have lost two more
MAHECAS members namely Mrs. Rose Gunda and Mrs. Sarah Mseka. May their souls rest in eternal peace.
MAHECAS continues to seek and strengthen partnerships with various institutions in the UK and Malawi to
raise funding for our projects as well as to ensure that donations are put to good use, with accountability.
For example, we have so far donated over K17 million worth of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) to the
Society of Medical Doctors, to support Malawi’s response to the COVID-19

pandemic. The PPE was

distributed to various hospitals and COVID-19 testing and treatment centres across Malawi.
In November 2020, MAHECAS, with the support of Medstrom, a UK company, donated 1025 special COVID19 beds and 781 mattresses to the College of Medicine (COM). We are grateful that COM made these
available to the Government of Malawi in its fight against COVID19. The financial value of the shipment was
£600,000.00 which is around MK700 million.
The beds and mattresses were timely as the country experienced the 2nd wave of covid-19. These were
distributed to covid-19 field hospitals established by the Government in Mzuzu, Lilongwe, Zomba and
Blantyre. Our partnership with Medstrom goes back to 2019 when MAHECAS sourced and donated 600 ICU
beds and 400 mattresses to the Government of Malawi. These were distributed in various district hospitals.
We believe these beds and mattresses have made a great difference in the fight against COVID-19. I want to
specifically thank the Management and staff of Medstrom for the generosity of their donation.
I am also grateful to many individual donors through monthly contributions and those that responded to our
call through JustGiving and GOFUNDME. Your donations have made a great difference to the lives of many
Malawians. Despite the limitations of COVID-19, in 2021 we continued to raise awareness of MAHECAS work
and more importantly, the needs in Malawi health care systems. We will continue to depend on the
invaluable support from our amazing coordinators in Malawi and volunteers across the United Kingdom.
Allow me to congratulate Lichenya, Tumbi and Dziko our young fundraisers for a job well done. I have no
doubt that these young fundraisers will inspire and encourage many of our children to participate in
MAHECAS activities and ensure that the MAHECAS torch continues to shine into the future generations.
Finally, MAHECAS during the year bid farewell to the former High Commissioner, Mr Kena Mphonda who has
since returned to Malawi. HE Kena Mphonda, was an amazing supporter of MAHECAS. We welcome the new
Malawi High Commissioner to the UK, HE Dr. Thomas Bisika, who has recently taken up his appointment. We
look forward to working with him and his staff as we continue to support the Malawi health system.
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MAHECAS in Numbers

25

£2 million

years and over

and over raised

What we do
As a healthcare charity, we
focus on assisting hospitals,
health clinics, and other

100+ 20+
active members

primary care organisations
across Malawi.

hospitals helped

Update on MAHECAS Cancer Project
The College of Medicine have been running a pilot cervical
cancer project in Chikwawa district since 2018. The objective of
the project is to support interventions covering i) prevention
through awareness, ii) early detection through screening, iii)
treatment and iv) palliative care.
To ensure long-term sustainability, the project team has been
providing mentorship to staff at Chikwawa District hospitals and
surrounding Health Centres to establish local capacity according
to Dr Luis Gadama. Going forward, the project team will engage
post-graduate students from the College of Medicine.
Since the work started, the project has screened over 600
women at 6 facilities in the district, reaching out first to the most
remote areas. 50 women during the screening were found with
problems and referred to specialists for treatment.

In 2019, impressed with the pilot project, MAHECAS agreed to partner with College of medicine initially in
Chikwawa district and if successful, extend to other districts. MAHECAS has raised over K30 million, of
which, K17 million has been used for the Chikwawa district pilot project.
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic restrictions, the project was suspended in 2020 and resumed in March 2021
with the screening of 400 women in Bereu and Nfera. The project will extend to other districts, once the
pilot in Chikwawa has been concluded. Although the main focus of the project is cervical cancer, women are
also screened for other maternity issues.
MAHECAS and the College of Medicine will continue identifying and invite partners to join hands as we move
the project to the other districts.
.
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Kangolwa Health Centre gets MAHECAS Boost
MAHECAS (UK) through the NPL’s Mother’s
Fun Run project have donated various
medical supplies to the Kangolwa Health
Centre in Ntchisi serves a catchment
population of about 18,730.
Two years ago, a number of women
including the current Director of AntiCorruption Bureau, Martha Chizuma who
managed NPL’s Mother’s Fun Run project,
spend one night in the maternity ward at
Kangolwa to have a feel of what pregnant
women go through during childbirth.
MAHECAS was touched by this initiative and agreed to raise money on behalf of NPL Mothers Fun run to
support Kangolwa Health Centre. The aim was to raise funds to buy equipment that could help Kangolwa
health centre to provide better maternal health care, thereby reducing maternal and child deaths in the
country. Present at the handover ceremony were Traditional Authority (T/A) Kasakula and Ntchisi District
Nursing Officer Brenda Gausi.
They applauded MAHECAS for the kind donation. “These items will help us for a long time, and to show our
appreciation, we will take care of them,” said Gausi. MAHECAS would like to extend its gratitude to Susan
Lander and Maria Rosa Ibrahim, who donated most of the items and Dusk Commercials for bearing the cost
of shipping the items to Malawi.

MAHECAS continues the Fight against COVID-19
MAHECAS has donated over K9 million
worth of assorted supplies to the Society of
Medical Doctors (SMD), to help support
Malawi’s response to the COVID19 global
health pandemic.
The donation is to be used by SMD members
and other frontline healthcare workers at
the Kamuzu Central Hospital in Lilongwe
A majority of these funds were raised by well-wishers spearheaded by Khama Matiti, Augustine Mzumara,
Linley Chiwona-Karltun, Dambu Tenber and others who had formed a group (MAHECAS Corona Ideas). The
additional funds were raised through two other initiatives organised by Mrs Janet Kabambe and Ms Miriam
Mabaso.
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MAHECAS raises funds for COVID-19
MAHECAS continues to raise funds to help with the
COVID-19 fight in Malawi. The funds that was
donated to SMD were raised by MAHECAS Corona
Ideas whatsApp Group spearheaded by Khama
Matiti, Augustine Mzumara, Linley Chiwona-Karltun,
Dambu Tenner and others who had formed a group
(MAHECAS Corona Ideas) that raised £5,200 to
support COVID 19 projects in Malawi. The additional
funds were raised through two other initiatives
organised by Mrs Janet Kabambe (£2,200) and Ms
Miriam Mabaso (£250).
Each penny raised through these initiatives was used to purchase PPEs that was handed over to Society of
Medical Doctors (SMD) in Malawi which purchased and distributed the PPEs to all the identified recipients.
MAHECAS would like to thank all that organised, participated and contributed through this initiative.

MAHECAS donate 5 hospital beds to Ligowe Clinic
MAHECAS through Kamuzu University of Health
Sciences (KUHES) donated five (5) hospital beds to
Ligowe Health Clinic.
The donation will help the clinic to provide
improved

health

services

within

the

locality

especially pregnant mothers. This project is an
example

of

strategic

partnerships

MAHECAS

intends to pursue going forward and better the
community.

This donation was also part of the support that Lumumba and Kamana Mbekeani, and Hon Katsonga Phiri
where it was identified that the clinic was lacking hosiptal beds.

MAHECAS donate to Dental Clinic, KCH
MAHECAS donated the several items (Intrapac 7838 x 1; Dental syringe x 8; Intrapac 7806 x 7;Dental mirrors
x 18; Spencer Wells forceps x 8; Dressing scissors x 1) to the Dental Clinic at Kamuzu Central Hospital in
Lilongwe. Receiving the items, Jessie Mlotha Namarika, Head of Dentistry and Oral Health at Kamuzu Central
Hospital, thanked MAHECAS for the donations.
MAHECAS
would like to thank Dr Edward Lizi who donated these items to MAHECAS.
Donate
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Fundraising Events in 2020 & 2021
MAHECAS-UK Bowling Day Out, Hollywood
Bowl Thurrock Lakeside, November 2021
This was a fantastic family Day Out for an afternoon
packed with fan, Ten Pin Bowling, food and drinks. The
competition was fierce in all the three teams. The
*strikes* we coming fast and furious like it was the
professionals playing. Sam Chibambo seen in the
photo second from right was crowned champion with
the highest score. Thanks to Ken Bowazi for
organising

MAHECAS-UK Golf Tournament, Toothill Golf
Course, October 2021
The now popular MAHECAS Open had the likes of
Shenton Banda, Ken Bowazi, Kondwani Moyo,
Newton Matupi and taking part for the first time
was Samson Chibambo. The other participants
have got origins from the following countries: Zimbabwe, Kenya, Nigeria, Barbados, St Lucia
and UK. Thanks to Shenton Banda for organising

MAHECAS-UK London Big Walk
This walk took place in September 2021 where te
walkers walked past some scenic and historic parts of
London like Parliament square, Southbank, Millenium
bridge, St Pauls, The City and Chancery Lane. Doing
the walk for their first time were Khiri Chiwaya and
Thomas Chitseko, seen here as first and fifth
respectively from the left. They both cannot wait to do
it this years'. Thanks to Aaron Katemba for organising

The past year 2021 saw Essex Malawi Association (EMA) hold two
Motomoney sponsored events which raised money for MAHECAS. The
BBQ on the East Beach in August in Shoeburyness was well attended and
saw people enjoy interactive time and the well roasted meat. Towards
end of the year as Christmas approached saw again Essex Malawi
Association holding a Christmas dinner at Holiday Inn in Brentwood
which had a special raffle and auction specially to raise funds for
MAHECAS. MAHECAS would therefore like to thank the entire committee
Essex Malawi Association BBQ for
MAHECAS at Shoeburyness beach, Essex

of EMA for their generosity and associating themselves with MAHECAS.
Thanks to EMA Executive led by Angela Smith and Shenton Banda.

MAHECAS Family Day Out in August - Northampton
With total sponsorship from MotoMoney MAHECAS organised a Family Day
Out in Nothampton. Thanks to Motomoney and our MAHECAS supporters in
Nothampton, Kondi and Astance for making it happen. There was Malawi
dishes food including BBQ and drinks. There were also children play
facilities where the kids had a fab time and the ladies had fantastic time
enjoying playing games like rounders remembering their teenage years
back in Malawi whilst the gents had grabbed their favourite cans of drinks.
Be ready for the next one this year coming in the summer.
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Remembrance
With great sadness and sorrow, MAHECAS would like to remember our founding members below who sadly
passed on. Our thoughts and prayers remain with their family and friends. MAHECAS will always remember
Mrs Rose Gunda, Mr Pat Mhone, Ms Grace Makonyola, and Mrs Sarah Mseka for their selflessness and
passion to champion MAHECAS and Malawi. A great loss to MAHECAS family and the Malawi community
Mrs Rose Gunda was one of the MAHECAS founding members. Mrs Gunda
succumbed to cancer on 2nd August 2021. Rose was a selfless
hardworking member for both MAHECAS and Malawi Association and was
also a coordinator of MAHECAS for many years. She was an incredible
MAHECAS and Manchester’s Malawi Community lady.

Pat Mhone was one of the founding members of MAHECAS. Both Pat and his
wife Ethel were at the forefront and remained dedicated members of
MEHECAS. Pat served as a committee member from 1995 and then as Vice
Chair from 1999 to 2001. Pat Mhone succumbed to Covid-19 on 19th
January 2021.

Ms Grace Makonyola was one of the MAHECAS founding members. Grace
was in the first MAHECAS Executive Committee and the first Food Tasting
fund rising activity was at her house in Southend-on-Sea, Essex. Grace
continously supported MAHECAS and was instrumental to linking MAHECAS
to another UK Charity that she championed in Malawi called Safe
Motherhood. Grace succumbed to COVID-19 on 29th July 2021.

On 6th January 2022, MAHECAS family sadly lost another founding
member, Mrs Sarah Mseka. Mrs Mseka was there at its birth and continued
to support MAHECAS till her passing. A great loss to MAHECAS family and
the Malawi community.
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How Your Donations Help
Over the years, we have responded to a variety of medical request
needs from Malawi hospitals. Some of our latest donations to the
health sector are below.

More Projects

Become a Member
At MAHECAS UK, our members and volunteers
work together in all our focus areas.
Our people bring to us an enormous range of skills
and expertise to make our organisation stronger,
with the knowledge that their support will go a long
way to help improve healthcare services in Malawi.
Click on this link to find out how to become a
member of MAHECAS-UK and other benefits.

More About MAHECAS
Click on the button below to find out
more about MAHECAS-UK

Find out more
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Contact us
Email: info@mahecas.org
Web: www.mahecas.org
Click here to read frequent questions

